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Chapter NH-G • Laconia, NH

THE LAKES REGION WINGS
August 2020

Our 33rd Year

From the Chapter Directors
For the first time in a long time, I am having difficulty writing
the Director’s article. COVID has drastically changed the
fabric of our lives. For many, it means not seeing friends and
family as much as we would like, or at all. Vacations have
been canceled; Summer activities are altogether different
and Fall is already looking very different.

The Weekend Away is currently at full capacity with 15
couples from NH, ME and VT. There are five rooms the
Inn cannot rent until the Vermont Governor lifts the room
restriction. If they open up, I will let everyone know so if
you want to go and are not already registered you can make
reservations.

For NH-G, and most likely every GWRRA chapter and
district, there are Zoom calls, fewer in-person gatherings
and dine-outs, smaller and somewhat shorter group rides
with a lot more forethought on where you stop for bio breaks
and meals since so many of our usual stopping places have
closed their facilities to non-employees. But … there is a

LINDA PAULINE ALLARD
1954 - 2020

SILVER LINING…
WE CAN STILL RIDE
Family, friends and others whose lives Linda touched will
be invited to a Celebration of life at a later date.
The August Gathering will be the weekend away. September
& October will be on our normal day but we will ride and
review everything at lunch. We will probably need to find
a new place for the
fall – or use Zoom
We Just Wanna Ride
– as at this point it
does not look like the
Greenside will reopen
this year.

We still have rides and other activities on the calendar to
enjoy. Check Team-Up for all the rides in NH & VT and
join in when you can.

We hope to see each
of you on a ride, at
a dine out or at a
gathering, even if it is
on Zoom.

John & Carole Sheehan
NH Chapter G Directors
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LINDA ALLARD
1954 – 2020
It is with incredible sadness that I have
to share with you the passing of my
beautiful, fun-loving mother, Linda
Allard. Mom has been struggling
with her health for a while now and
most recently has been receiving
treatment for her liver disease. She
died peacefully on July 9th at 2:52 pm.
The family is doing the best we can to
help each other through this difficult
time. Because of COVID we will not
be having a service at this time, but we
will have a Celebration of Life when it
is safe. Here are some pictures that we
want to share with you.
Shelly Allard Lizotte
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Rewind
June 24th Homestead Tavern

12 Brave Souls ventured out to the Homestead for some fine
indoor dining. There was no “mingling” allowed amongst
the tables but there was plenty of conversation at each table.
In attendance:
• Marc Charette
• Bob & Bery Reid
• Carole Sheehan
• Bob & Madalyn Sprague
• Mike Vaillancourt
• Barbara Vik
• Gary & Sandy Williams
• Kelly & Deb Smith - NH-A
It was great to see Bob & Madalyn. Bob’s knee was doing
better and it was great they came down and catch up.
Gary & Sandy will be heading out for their Montana (and
other locations) trip with Mike & Tammy soon. We are
looking forward to getting some pictures from the Montana
Rally they will be attending.

July 12th Gathering

Great turn out for the Progressive Ride!
• Marc Charrette
• Bob & Kaye Hamel
• Ed Heath
• Russ & Cathy Neal
• Bob & Bery Reid
• John & Carole Sheehan
• Mike Vaillancourt
• Barbara Vik
Bob & Madalyn “technically” attended as they showed up
on Saturday morning. We had some coffee and conversation
and am sure the sight of Carole straight out of bed was
enough to keep them home the next day!
We covered a few items over breakfast:
•

Deb and Kelly were celebrating their 35th wedding
anniversary and we were happy they decided to spend some
time with us.

•

We had just gotten some updated news on the Greenside
not planning to reopen at least for the summer so we shared
that info. Not a problem for the summer as we can do
our rides and have our meeting at lunchtime. We will be
on the lookout for another location for the fall and winter
(including the Christmas Party) if they decide to stay closed
for the rest of the year.

•

The good news was that we are all cleared for the weekend
away at Island Pond. Folks have started to register. Right
now we have folks from NH-G, NH-E and VT-A registered
to attend.

•

•

Shared the sad and shocking news of Linda Allard’s
passing. Once more details are available and we can
talk with Phil. The chapter will do something in her
memory.
July 25th NH-E Gathering. Putting together a ride to
show support.
July 29th Dine-out at 405 Pub in Laconia. Will get
RSVPs so we can make a reservation
August Weekend Away will also be the monthly
gathering. Good turnout so far between couples from
NH, VT, and ME!
Second Weekend Away idea was floated. There was not
much interest.

Winner was Barbara Vik for $ 22.00.
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Progressive Ride - July 12th

For the ride, we started with breakfast at John & Carole
Sheehan’s house. Bob & Beryl Reid then led a nice 3-hour
drive via Maine to their house in Alexandria where we
had hot dogs and hamburgers and relaxed a bit.

After lunch we headed to Bob & Kaye’s house for
ice cream and more conversation. We can thank their
neighbor for taking the group picture and her reward,
sitting on a Wing courtesy of Marc.
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PICK UP RIDES
Top of the Hill Grill – July 4th
What was originally going to be the Mohawk Trail changed
into a trip to the Top of the Hill Grill in Brattleboro, VT.
John & Carole Sheehan met up with Bob Hamel at the
Irving in Tilton. We took back roads up to 202 and Rte 10 to
Rte 5 to the Mohawk Trail. Carole’s cousin has a dairy farm
right off the Trail so we made an impromptu stop to say HI!
It was at this point Bob started talking about wanting to go
to the Top of the Hill Grill in Brattleboro. Since it was just
the two bikes we decided to change the course for the day.
Carole searched out possible routes to Brattleboro and after
conferring with her cousin we chose a route and continued
our adventure.

As we continued on our way when we turned off onto a road
that turned into dirt. It was uphill and had ruts, which for a
car probably is not a big deal, but the drivers experienced
white knuckles for a little over a mile. At the top, it was still
dirt but there was no place to turnaround.
The next 7 miles was hard packed dirt but it turned out to be
better than some of the paved roads we ride. We had to go
slow and the road was narrow but the scenery was gorgeous.
Farms, new and old houses, cows and chickens, and then
out of nowhere a covered bridge by a small waterfall.
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The sign on the bridge was pretty funny.

We continued the ride
to the Grill followed by
ice cream at the Walpole
Creamery. If you haven’t
been to the Walpole
Creamery you should
add this to your list. The
ice cream was amazing
and they’re now shipping
their ice cream as far as
Texas.
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Seacoast Ride July 5
It was a day for seafood. Mike Vaillancourt and John
Sheehan felt an immense need to get their 3+ pound lobster
at the Fisherman’s Dock, York Maine. They have been
doing this each summer for several years. A call to Bob &
Kaye Hamel to ask them to place the order in advance for
some large bugs was made and a ride was planned.
Attending were Mike & Barbara, John & Carole and Bob &
Kaye. We met up a the Alton Traffic Circle and Bob & Kaye
took us on a long and winding ride to York. The weather
was perfect.

Lobsters, Chowder and Grilled Fish

After lunch, we stopped at Lone Oak in Rochester
for ice cream. Portions were huge, delicious, and
cold
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Fisherman’s
Dock is a
NH-G sponsor
so if you have
a chance stop
in for a great
meal!

2020 Calendar of Events - Chapter NH-G
2020 RIDE SCHEDUL
E
Date
Event
Date

August 7 – 9, 2020
Saturday,
September 12, 2020
Sunday, September 13, 2020
Sunday, October 11, 2020
Saturday, October 31, 2020
Sunday, November 8, 2020

Saturday,
December 12, 2020

Event

NH-G Weekend Away & Monthly Gathering –
Lake Front Inn, Island Pond VT 802-723-6507
**Make your reservations at the hotel
POKER RUN – DETAILS COMING SOON
Monthly Gathering & Ride with Lunch at Jake’s Seafood
and Grill, West Ossipee NH
Ride Leaders: Bruce & Lynda Hartley
Monthly Gathering & Ride
Ride Leaders: Roger & Bev Kindred

NH-G Halloween Costume Party & Pot Luck 12:00 – 5 PM
Theme - TBD
@ Bob & Beryl Reid’s, 18 Jacks Drive, Alexandria, NH
Organizers: Beryl Reid & Cathy Neal
Monthly Gathering @ TBD & 2021 Ride Planning

NH-G Holiday Dinner & Chinese Auction @ TBD – 5:00 PM
Social Hour; 6:00 PM Dinner
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Gold Wing Road Riders Association
Chapter NH-G
Laconia NH
http://www.gwrra-nhg.org/

MAIL IN RAFFLE TICKET ORDER FORM
Tickets: $5.00 each
Make Checks Payable to:
GWRRA CHAPTER NH-G
DUE TO COVID-19 RESTRICTIONS THE DRAWING DATE WILL BE RESCHEDULED TO ALLOW
TIME TO SELL THE RAFFLE TICKETS.
WE ANTICIPATE DRAWING THE WINNER NO LATER THAN OCTOBER 2020
THANK YOU FOR YOUR UNDERSTANDING. STAY HEALTHY AND SAFE!

TO ORDER TICKETS FILL OUT THE FORM BELOW AND MAIL IT IN WITH YOUR
PAYMENT CHECK.
YOUR RAFFLE TICKETS WILL BE MAILED BACK TO YOU.
PLEASE PRINT

NAME:
____________________________________________________________________________
ADDRESS:
____________________________________________________________________________
STREET
____________________________________________________________________________
CITY
STATE
ZIP
PHONE: _____________________________________________________________________
EMAIL: _____________________________________________________________________

MAIL TO: CAROLE SHEEHAN
GWRRA NH-G CHAPTER DIRECTOR
13 CHARLES STREET
FARMINGTON, NH 03835
QUESTIONS: Email: directors.nhg@gmail.com
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AUGUST ONLINE EDUCATION OPPORTUNITIES

SCROLL TO BELOW THE CALENDAR AND CLICK ON THE
ROLLING BANNER TO REGISTER.
You will need your Member #
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National, Regional &
N.H. DISTRICT STAFF

NH Chapter G STAFF

Directors of GWRRA, Jere & Sherry Goodman

Chapter Directors, Carole & John Sheehan
directors.nhg@gmail.com

NH/VT District Directors, David & Bonnie Bolster
gwrra.nhvt.district@gmail.com

Assistant Chapter Directors, Beryl & Bob Reid
bobnberyl@metrocast.net
603-892-6854

NH Asst. District Directors, Ron & Susie Black
darkcat1@myfairpoint.net

NH District Educator, Bruce Luhrs
Bruce.Luhrs@comcast.net

603-973-4011

Chapter Treasurer, Cathy Neal		
caneal816@gmail.com
Membership Enhancement Coordinator
Meri Hirtle
msgtlee@metrocast.net
Chapter Store Keeper, Bob Hamel
rhamel2@myfairpoint.net

District Treasurer, Julie Bernier
Juliekb25@comcast.net

Chapter Ride Coordinator, Please Volunteer
Chapter Photographer, Please Volunteer

2020 New Hampshire
Chapter Directors
G – Laconia/Lakes Region
John & Carole Sheehan
directors.nhg@gmail.com
A – Concord/Manchester
Chris & Lynne Christiansen
gwrra.nh.a@gmail.com

Chapter G Goodwill Ambassador, Charles Collins
			
Chapter Sunshine Coordinator, Kaye Hamel
rhamel2@myfairpoint.net
2020 Chapter Couple of the Year, Bob & Kaye Hamel
2020 Individual of the Year, Bob Reid

E – Keene/Monadnock Region
Ron & Suzie Black
darkcat1@myfairpoint.com

Newsletter Editor, Carol Cloutier
info@brooksidestudionh.com

T – Epping/Seacoast Region
David & Bonnie Bolster. NH/VT District Directors
gwrra.nhvt.district@gmail.com

Website Coordinator, Carole Sheehan & Clark Clement
directors.nhg@gmail.com
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NH-G Rider Education
Q2 Quarterly Update
July 5, 2020

Summary of Chapter NH-G’s Rider Education Levels
Program happenings and status.
Safety & Knowledge ! Safe Riding
st

th

Between April 1 and June 30 , the following NH-G members “leveled up”:

•

New Level IV Master Tour Riders/Co-Riders:
John & Carole Sheehan, NH-G

The following District Educator articles were submitted to the NH-VT Chapters’ newsletters:
• April: When certificates expire, ATGATT, Shiny-Side-Up exercise #7: Straight Slow Speed Riding
• May: Safe riding reading list, Shiny-Side-Up exercise #13: Turn-out, Pull-Away
• June: Rider Education achievements, Shiny-Side-Up exercise #11: Stopping Quickly

NH-G Chapter - Q2 Level Summary*
Levels Summary
Level:

Current

90 days

Expired

Total

Level I

1

-

-

1

Level II

0

0

2

2

Level III

0

0

3

3

Level IV - Master

2

0

3

5

L-IV Sr. Master

0

0

0

0

L-IV Grand Master

0

0

0

0

L-IV Life Grand Master

0

1

0

1

Totals:

3

1

8

12

First-Aid/CPR Certifications*
Current 90days Expired

Total

FA

9

0

2

11

CPR

9

0

2

11

* These numbers are based on the
Levels Information Reports from the
GWRRA Rider Education Levels
Database.
* Any omissions or calculation errors are
mine. There’s also a lot of variability and
some inconsistencies in the sources
used for this data.

See Notes 3 & 4 below regarding grace period extensions for those expired or expiring Levels or FirstAid/CPR certifications.
The following table can be used to look at the Chapter’s Level’s Participation & Training Needs.
Members

ARC/ERC

TRC

Chapter

#-ARL

#-RiderDB

#-Levels

Current

Expired

Total

Current

Expired

Total

NH-G

63

17

12

3

3

6

0

1

1

Looking at these numbers:
1. Members who are listed in the Rider Education database but aren’t participating in the Levels
program should be encouraged to sign up
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NH-G Q2 Quarterly Education Update
Looking at these numbers:
1. Members who are listed in the Rider Education database but aren’t participating in the Levels program
should be encouraged to sign up
2. The current status of those already participating in the Levels Program should be reviewed. Additional
training or recording their current Safe Miles could qualify them to advance to a higher level
3. Due to the COVID-19 Pandemic restrictions, ARC, TRC, CRS and Level certificates that have expired,
or will expire on or after January 1st, 2020, are granted a grace period that has been extended until
December 31st, 2020
4. MFA First Aid/CPR certifications that expire after January 1st, 2020 are being granted a grace period until
further notice (except for Rider Course Instructors)
5. The GWRRA University has been offering the 101-02 Co-Rider Seminar on-line
6. The Co-Rider Seminar, is necessary for Co-Riders to advance to Level II and beyond. The Medic FA/
CPR courses are required for Riders and Co-Riders to advance to Level III and IV. Both are frequently
offered by the District’s instructors. There are currently 4 MFA and 5 active University Instructors in the
NH-VT District.
7. ARC & TRC Rider Courses are required for Riders to advance to Level II and beyond. Rider Courses are
offered locally by GWRRA Instructors, once a year at Wing Ding and at other District Rallies. (Due to the
COVID-19 Pandemic restrictions, the offering of Rider Courses is uncertain for 2020).

Birthdays & Anniversaries

Happy Birthday and Anniversary to all those listed below
Meri Hirtle
Keith Cornell

A
WRR
G
Y
P
HAP
ary
vers
Anni
Marc Charrette
Jack Garneau

Ed & Denise Heath
John & Carole Sheehan

Chapter G Wishes You All The Best!

Remember, We can’t post your Birthdays and Anniversaries if we don’t know the dates. Let us know!

Nobody has more Fun than “G”!
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Parking with a Passenger

Rider Education Levels Program: Achievements

Friends

Congratulations to the following NH-VT District members for rising to a new Level:
• Doug Melanson (NH-A) – Level IV: Master Tour Rider,
25,000 Safe Miles, 4/29/2020
Knowledge _

Friends

Rider we
Education
Levels
Program:
Achievements
My Co-Rider suggested
practice parking
… we’re
not teenagers
anymore, so I was pretty
Congratulations
to theparking
following
District
members
forCo-Rider’s
rising to a seat.
new Level:
sure she
was talking about
theNH-VT
Gold Wing
with
her in the
Here’s some
•
Doug
Melanson
(NH-A)
–
Level
IV:
Master
Tour
Rider,
“Parking with a Passenger” Tips:
25,000 Safe Miles, 4/29/2020
• When pulling into the parking area, consider the slope, surface
and safeness of the spot where the
motorcycle
Knowledge
_ will be parked.

• Ride to
the top ofwe
thepractice
spot you’ve
chosen.
Turnnot
leftteenagers
sharply and
My Co-Rider
suggested
parking
… we’re
anymore, so I was pretty
uptalking
to backabout
straight
into the
in her
makes
it easier
sure sheline
was
parking
the spot.
Gold Backing
Wing with
in the
Co-Rider’s seat. Here’s some
mount
and ride out
when you leave.
“Parkingtowith
a Passenger”
Tips:
••

When
pulling
thewalk
parking
consider
the slope,
surface
Carefully
and into
slowly
the area,
motorcycle
backwards
(using
and
safeness
of
the
spot
where
the
motorcycle
will
be
parked.
reverse if available). Take small steps, watch your footing.

•

o
Ride• to Ifthe
top ofthe
theonly
spotmotorcycle
you’ve chosen.
sharply
angle near the top of the
you’re
in the Turn
spot,left
park
at a 45and
line up to
back
straight
the to
spot.
in makes
it easier
spot
to be
moreinto
visible
carsBacking
that might
try to pull
into that spot.
to mount and ride out when you leave.
• If you’ll share the spot with another motorcycle, park parallel to the parking lines.
Carefully and slowly walk the motorcycle backwards (using
reverse
if available).
Take small
watchsoyour
If the spot
is sloped, position
the steps,
motorcycle
thatfooting.
it doesn’t lean too far to the left or
right. If you don’t have the luxury of reverse, be sure you’re pointed uphill.
• If you’re the only motorcycle in the spot, park at a 45o angle near the top of the
to be more
visible
to cars thatput
might
to stand
pull into
thatand
spot.
When inspot
position,
turn off
the motorcycle,
thetry
side
down
hold the
motorcycle upright. With the brake on, have the co-rider dismount carefully. Always
• the
If you’ll
share the
spot
withtoanother
park
the parking lines.
leave
motorcycle
in first
gear
preventmotorcycle,
it from rolling
offparallel
the sidetostand.

•
•
•

••

IfIf the
is sloped,
the
that it on
doesn’t
far to
the left oror
the spot
parking
surfaceposition
is soft or
onmotorcycle
an asphaltso
surface
a hotlean
day -too
place
a wooden,
right.
If
you
don’t
have
the
luxury
of
reverse,
be
sure
you’re
pointed
uphill.
hard plastic “pad” under the side stand to keep the motorcycle from tipping over.

•

When in position, turn off the motorcycle, put the side stand down and hold the
motorcycle upright. With the brake on, have the co-rider dismount carefully. Always
Be Vigilant,
Be Visible
“Safety,
& Friends for Fun”
leave the motorcycle in first gear
to prevent
it from- rolling
offKnowledge,
the side stand.
– Bruce, bruce.luhrs@comcast.net

•

If the parking surface is soft or on an asphalt surface on a hot day - place a wooden, or
hard plastic “pad” under the side stand to keep the motorcycle from tipping over.

Be Vigilant, Be Visible - “Safety, Knowledge, & Friends for Fun”
Page
Nobody has
more Fun than
– Bruce,“G”!
bruce.luhrs@comcast.net
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NH-G 2020
WEEKEND AWAY

WHEN:–ͻǡʹͲʹͲ
WHERE: Ƭ
127 Cross Street
Island Pond, VT 05846
ǣȀȀǤǤ 


TO RESERVE:
•  ͺͲʹǦʹ͵ǦͷͲ
•  Ȁ
ȋ  Ǧ Ȍ


ROOM RATE–ͳͲΨ 



CALL TO MAKE YOUR ROOM RESERVATIONS
Schedule
• Group Ride up Friday, August 7th (or ride on your own)
• Dinner – On your own. There are several restaurants in the area.
• Friday Night Free Music on the Pavilion
• Saturday Group Ride, August 8th
• Group Dinner – We will make a reservation at a restaurant as a group. Each
party will be responsible for their own check, or do your own thing.
• Games in the Party Suite
• Sunday Group Ride Home, August 9th (or ride on your own)
More details about ride schedules will be published at a later date.
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One Perspective

By Howie “Ace” Peterson
Senior Educator
Chapter CO Q, Montrose, CO

“They Call the Wind”
Of course, I am sure we all have more specific names for the
winds that have been blowing through our riding country.
Seems every year the wind blows longer in the season and
harder with gusts getting extremely strong. These kind of
conditions of nature bring about their own form of hazards
to those with motorcycles, and yes, high profile vehicles.
Herein are just a sample of the conditions which we as
motorcyclists may meet.
One of the more obvious is meeting wind null and then again
side blast entering and leaving a cut through various terrain.
The wind is pushing against the motorcycle from the side,
and then when entering the cut bank, there is little or no
wind causing the motorcycle to of course want to lean more
into the side we are placing pressure on the handlebars. We
can counter these reactions by being aware of what will
happen and thus being able to keep the motorcycle upright.
Then we leave the cut bank and are at once hit by the wind
blast again, causing the rider to again counter the pressure
by proper response to the handlebars. Trikes are not immune
to these situations as the steering inputs will be like that met
by two wheelers. The main idea here is to recognize what
will occur and the proper action(s) needed to counter the
sudden motorcycle shifts in response to the wind or no wind
condition.
Head winds supply their own problems as the wind is
not usually exactly head on to our motorcycle. It shifts in
degree of direction and coupled with our motorcycle road
speed can cause buffeting and steering shifts. Again, we as
riders must recognize the possibility of heavy gusts hitting
hard to the front of our unit, then the sudden lull as the gust
dissipates, like that met in cut banks.

wave of air ahead of them, and the cab figuration may play
a significant role in the head blast we meet, at times almost
stopping the motorcycle in mid travel. One method to lessen
these impacts from head on is to move to the right part of
the lane where possible. Again, when being passed be aware
of the effects that may happen.
These are just the most often met problems with wind, and
more could be thought of as well. Remember, the wind(s)
affect more than just our gas mileage!
And, as always,
RIDE WITH PRIDE AND CONFIDENCE.
Prod. ed note: Picture this - a beautiful summer day,
light breeze, three of us cruising along in New Brunswick,
heading for PEI.
To this day I very vividly remember crossing
Confederation Bridge from New Brunswick to PEI - the
lights before the bridge showed yellow caution - from
what? HA - if we had known anything about high winds
at 197 feet in the air, we might not have gone across. We
went slowish - once on the bridge we were leaning over
very heavily to the left - until a semi passed us (actually
it was several different convoys of 4 or 5 semis - each
one spaced out beautifully). I had never encountered the
effects of what that would mean - lean left, over right,
repeat - it was a dance. Anyone following us must have
thought we were drunk - I learned just how far over the
bike could lean without horizontal parking itself...and
me. It was a complete nightmare, with very low bridge
edge barriers and I don’t like heights! Amazinginly at
the end of the 8 miles - the seat was dry. : )

Then there are semi-tractor issues! Once again, we have
the push-null situation upon meeting or being passed by
these rigs. Also, we must realize semi’s also push a huge

Nobody has more Fun than “G”!
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Member Wanted or For Sale

This is for Chapter Members to advertise for Motorcycle items that they are looking for or that they have for sale.
Items will run for three months and then be deleted unless instructed to keep running by the chapter member.

2012 Can-Am Spyder RT, SE model. Orbital blue metallic and 2010 color-matched
Can-Am cargo trailer. Strong Rotax 998cc V-twin engine. Stability control, traction
control, and ABS, plus easy-to-drive semi-automatic transmission, with reverse and
cruise control. AM/FM/CB and intercom. Heated handgrips. Just 15,000 miles.
Always garaged. Hartco saddle w/ driver backrest + stock saddle, passenger
armrests and three covers. $12,000 for both bike and trailer. (970) 964-4379.
Email nickhoppner@bresnan.net.

Nobody has more Fun than “G”!
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New Hampshire Goldwing Chapter COVID-19 Gatherings
• Check Team-up Calendar for any Changes •
team.com/kse27df9a959f10844

NH-G (Laconia)
2nd Sunday of the month Check Team-Up &
Emails for monthly information

GWRRA NEIGHBORING DISTRICTS

NH-A (Manchester)
3rd Friday of the month at 7:00 pm @ Wingate
Hall/Bethany Chapel (Adjacent to Manchester
Airport) 54 Newbury Road, Manchester NH 03103
NH-E (Keene)
Check Team-Up for monthly information

CT/RI: 		

https://gwrractridistrict.shutterfly.com/

MA/CT/RI:

https://gwrramadistrict.shutterfly.com/

PA: 		

http://www.gwrrapadist.org/

MD/DE:

http://gwrra-md-de.org/

New York:

http://www.gwrra-ny.org/

Canadian Atlantic District:
		http://www.canadianatlanticregion.org/

NH-T (Epping)
Check Team-up for schedule

Pizzeria
Pub

2345 White Mountain Hwy
yankeesmokehouse.com

Catering
BBQ

West Ossipee, NH 03890
Phone: (603) 539-7427
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